FELLERS CALLED FOR BOWL COMPETITIONS

COMMITTEE ANNOUNCED FOR UNIVERSITY Tournaments

The Columbia Student Association has announced that the University will enter the Yale-Foreign-Classic bowl, to be played at 3:30 in the office of the Graduate School of Commerce. Mrs. fans are invited to purchase tickets.

ENTHUSIASTIC CROWD

There will be an important meeting of the Yale-Foreign-Classic bowl at 3:30 in the office of the Graduate School of Commerce. The Columbia Student Association has announced that the University will enter the Yale-Foreign-Classic bowl, to be played at 3:30 in the office of the Graduate School of Commerce. Mrs. fans are invited to purchase tickets.
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MEMBERS OF FACULTY
GET LEAVE OF ABSENCE

Dr. William Pepper, Jr., Dean of School of Medicine, and Family Will Visit in Europe
FOUR OTHERS GRANTED LEAVES

Letters of leaves ranging in length from less than three months to a year have been granted to Professors of the University of Pennsylvania to be members of the University Faculty, it was announced yesterday.

Dr. Charles H. Rosenow, Professor of Experimental Physics, who will be abroad to be in residence next year, and Dr. Henry H. Hoppin-Smith, Professor of German Literature, will have a leave of absence during the second term of the year in order to enable him to study contemporary German literature.

Dr. Francis G. Street, Associate in Surgery in the School of Medicine, and Instructor in Surgery in the Graduate School of Medicine, will be absent on leave from October 1 to June 15, 1925, to carry on special work in the Brigham Hospital of Boston.

The 40th class, number to whose leave of absence was granted is Dr. Arline Hepplewhite, Professor of Soviet Biology, in which he will spend his leave in the study of comparative embryology.

The theme of the manuscript has to do with a character that they would need to find in a clinic for the ending of the story. They were enough to describe scenery and costume pieces, as well as show opportunities in the way of introduction of specialists and auxiliary effects, without greatly interfering with the action of the play.

The theme of the manuscript will be of such a character that they would need to find in a clinic for the ending of the story. They were enough to describe scenery and costume pieces, as well as show opportunities in the way of introduction of specialists and auxiliary effects, without greatly interfering with the action of the play.

Things just as you desire them. We have the finest and most complete line of Drugs, Toilet Articles, and Student Supplies to be found anywhere in West Pils.

Zullinger's Drug Store
3449 Woodland Ave.

You Will Find

- Everything
- Quick Service
- At Moderate Prices

Use Our Commutation Tickets

RUBIN & BERMANN
Tailors and Haberdashers
Showing every Tuesday at the Penn Drug Company.

Fraternities

Hotels

Institutions

SUPPLIED WITH THE BEST

MEATS AND POULTRY

AT THE RIGHT PRICE

P. M. JONES & CO.

RITTENHOUSE 860

N. & COR. 14TH & VINE ST.

Splendid Restaurant
3645 Woodland Ave.

Good Food. Properly Prepar'd.

Moderate Prices

All Dressed Up!

make trousers to match your coat and vest.

we have an unlimited stock of sample.

To our Matching by daylight, and by electric light.

PHILA. TRouser & MATCHING CO.

1037 Walnut St.

Phone Walnut 6323

The

Palace Restaurant

Quick Service

3449 WOODLAND AVE.

We Serve Only The Best of Foods at Moderate Prices

Use Our Commutation Tickets

At Beaston's Store

TODAY & TOMORROW

Henry Koester, Rep.

CLOTHES - HATS - HABERDASHERY - SHOES

FINCHLEY

Fifth Avenue at 36th Street

NEW YORK
WELCOME TO ALL
Quality-Distinction-Economy are all contained in clothes
"MADE FOR YOU"
$28.75 and $38.75
SUIT OVERCOAT TUXEDO
See Our Display at Houston Hall Every Tuesday and Friday
And Meet Geo. H. Grim, In Charge
The Edward Tailoring Co., Inc.
1724 MARKET STREET

Cate Young
201 CHESTNUT ST.
Best American and Chinese Restaurant in Town
Good Service and Best Food
Try our Special Sunday Chicken and Spike Waffle Dinner $1.25
Daily Lunch 50c. Take 'O Home $1.00
Special Attention to after Theatre Parties
Open from 11 A.M. to 1 A.M.

Establish Department of Student Personnel
Created to Aid in Personal Contact and Intimacy Between Students and Faculty Members
In Charge of Thomas A. Budd
As a means of creating a greater sense of intimacy between the student and the faculty, the Wharton School has established a new department this year known as the "Department of Student Personal." The function of the department will be to build up a personal record of each student from the time he enters the University, and to aid him in solving any problems which may come from him. Register Thomas A. Budd of the Wharton School, assisted by Assistant Professor W. R. Blackham and A. K. Henry, will head this new department.
One of the chief duties of the department will be to guide each student in the selection of his courses, so that he may be best fitted for the profession which he desires to follow upon leaving the University. A very good knowledge of the department's activities will be kept, and the time he marks are attended by the officials hope to have a clear idea of his personality and aptitudes. As a result of this study, the department hopes to be able to do the placement work of graduates more efficiently.

NOTICES
Notices - All notices for publication in this column must be in at 5 o'clock, Tuesday.
Business law research students meet today at 3:30 in the Law library.
Cross Record - Meeting of the Cross Record office today at 12:30 in the Union.
PARK AVE. HOTEL
2nd Hand TEXT-BOOKS Nearly New
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
OPEN EVENINGS
STUDENTS' BOOK SHOP - 37th abv. Woodland

The young man who starts
with a Steetson is establishing
a lifetime habit.

STEETSON HATS
Styled for young men

An exhibit of our English Worsted, Scotch Tweeds and imported Fabrics for Fall and Winter wear, with every Confidence that it will receive your favorable commendation.

Showing ALL WEEK at CINALLI'S, 3723 Spruce Street
GUS. ALEXANDER, Representative

THE CENTENNIAL NATIONAL BANK
OF PHILADELPHIA
32d and MARKET ST.
Convenient to the University
Patronized by students for nearly fifty years
This business of having to fill out cards is being done.
A medical student does this to fill out cards giving
where he lives, whether he has invited them to his home, why he is living wherever, whether he can read, what
color his vest is, the name of the cat; in fact the cards seem
too many and too much. Some of the departments might save
their time before saving new window shades for their
rooms.

What can't we see is why everyone hasn't been with his
last name first. It seems as though this would arrive a great
deal of time a great many people, both among students
and faculty. Several times this quarter, in order to report
each term, then also thus cutting down the waste of paper and
helping to solve the dehydrator problem. If all babies
who come to go to college, be used to being bucked backwards
or upside down, or something, so that their last names would
be first, in capital, it certainly would help.

But of course there would always be some fly in the
ointment. Some of the babies would never go to college, for
reason of another, and it would never do to have new
grown through life handicapped by such aiguiplt on

Just the same we think there is a little more sense to
"College Joe" than "Joe College."

Our names both ways, so we don't care.

one of the senior students pick for pink
was completing hitherto because all her class admission
name was a class, so that her last

Speaking of seniors it's an important one that
be made for any campus societies these days:
Helps — How are you? It has a good summer
signing up for.

It seems as though everything in college had signed
as a usher for some publication to escape him

The daily lies also脑子 forth that a term recently
are upon us and found a class year book.
It appears to think of all the formal promises we've eaten all our life

If I'd been the one eating the empty, we probably
have swallowed the poem.

We do know lots of restaurants where one can find
files in other places besides the fly-page, though.

The President of the Senior Class, having evidently been
affected by the intensive filling out of tickets in these parts
lately, has solicited our aid in getting his affairs on a
business-like basis. To save time and trouble, all those wishing
a conference with the Student Secretary will kindly fill in
the following blank and send it in

To the Senior President

1. wish to apply for the job. (Specify
if you want to be held at the top and work down)
Of no obligation is seen to you.

We beg to announce the Reopening of the

The Penn and Ink

PENN and INK

One-Piece All-Leather Covers

Trussell

These men have signed up to compete for the various boards, they have
been watching with an unusual interest, the dif-

Franklin SocietyEntertain

"The Penn and Ink" is a compact little account book, made for the special
use of the college student, to aid in keeping expenditures. Endorsed by leading

The next time say "Milk Please"

body builder or nerve stimulant.

Red and yellow, and the ash tray
very beginning and finish each day's lessons thoroughly.

The real Pennsylvania man is a scholar as well as a jigger
on the campus and to such a man all honors are due.

Now that the first trying day of classes is over we may
look back with satisfaction in the various hats and coats, some
students wandering around like strangers in a foreign land,
and more arriving at the proper place at the proper time.
He, last time, at the end of the week the campus will have once
again, the eye of that atmosphere of a large institution
seriously and definitely, to accomplish a definite purpose.
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The loyal Hand

Best Work on the Campus

Keen, digestion you. long and returns such
Fresh and full-flavored

We would like to acknowledge the loyal hand that supports us, ensuring the best work on the campus.

R. Payne Wines and

Mile Steeplechase

Russell Payne of the Illinois C. M. is a member of the 1925 Olympic team, scored a brilliant victory in the mile steeplechase for the championship of America at the New York A. C. Fall games, Saturday. Payne is a student of the University of Pennsylvania, but was ineligible for track last year, because of the one-year residence rule.

Payne's time was a little more than four-fifths seconds in the second fastest time in the history of steeplechase. Last year his time was 4:57.

Because thousands of applicates for tickets to the big games last year but had to be turned down because of lack of seating space, the work is being turned through is rapidly as possible.

In order to assure sufficient work completed before the deadline of a'he big games, this year, the members have kept a double shift of workers on the job since opening last month, every hour.

The line on the south side will be able to fill the line on the比较 with the University of Illinois.

Krewson's
3423 Woodland Ave.
GREETING CARDS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
PICTURES NOVEL GIFTS
PICTURE FRAMING

THE DIXIE COFFEE SHOPPE
3500 SPRUCE STREET
Lunchtime 11:30 to 2
5:30 to 7.30
Sundaes and Sundae Prices to order

Skeath's
$7

Exclusive Feature
Hat

DISTINCTIVE CLOTHES

A selection to the boys of Penn.
Your every desire will be granted here
whether in Sack, Fail Dress, Sportswear or Overcoats.

Our reputation for good clothes at moderate prices is well known and you will make no mistake in placing your order here.

Suits in tow: $8.00 to $12.00

In Stores

Arens & Smith London Hats
1334-1336 Chestnut Street
Business Hours 9:00 to 5:00

It goes to school

Unnumbered thousands of American students in the classic portals (shahs) for front door proud owners of "Lifet ime" pens. They are rapidly buying them, from better dealers everywhere, not only because they have nibs that are guaranteed for a lifetime; or because they are made of iron, jade-green material. A jewel-like material that is beautiful and practically indestructible—but they are buying them because of their dependable performance.

Price, $8.75

Student's special, 75c

"Lifet ime" Team overcoat period now on. $4.25

Shaffer's overcoats to be worn in the best manner of the season.
Right In The Heart Of The Campus

is the

HOUSTON HALL STORE

Owned and Operated by the University and Managed by an Alumnus

Our Business Profits are YOURS for they are all turned back into the maintenance of Houston Hall

From 8 a.m. until 6 p.m. each day an efficient staff will be ready to serve you

Our Book Department
Containing more Text Books than even the Faculty can name. Both new and second hand.

Our Barber Shop
Has been renovated and now contains seven chairs. Cleanliness is our motto - A Poole back to serve you.

Our Stationery Department
Note Books, Fountain Pens, Typewriters, Folders, Fillers, Drawing Boards, Pencils, etc., await you in great profusion.

Our Soda Fountain
Has made a reputation for a good substantial breakfast and light lunch. Our aim is quick service. Try it between classes.

Jewelry Pennants Banners Candy Cigars Fountain Pens
Billiards Fountain Pens Architectural Supplies Typewriters Stationery

AND THEN, TOO, ASIDE FROM OUR BUSINESS DEPARTMENTS, DON'T FORGET THAT A HEARTY WELCOME AWAITS YOU ALL AT OUR FRIDAY EVENING SMOKERS. "LOU" YOUNG IS GOING TO SPEAK ON OCTOBER 2ND. DAVE ZOOB, JACK COLGATE AND WINEGAR'S PENNSYLVANIANS WILL ALSO BE ON HAND THIS WEEK.

DURING THE SUMMER, WE PURCHASED THE ENTIRE REMAINING STOCK OF THE COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE FORMERLY OWNED AND OPERATED BY MR. WALTER K. TAYLOR MOST OF WHICH IS NOW AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS AT A SAVING.

If you have taken the time to read this advertisement through, you may smile at our enthusiasm, but in fairness to yourself and us, won't you come in and look our merchandise over and then decide whether we are merely boasters or whether we really deserve your patronage.

"From Freshman Cap to Cap and Gown"